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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will speak about the private legal aspects of the case studies presented. My presentation is last and indeed, it might be the least important: in both cases discussed private law has a mere accomodating function. It has a facilitating role: the tax lawyers are in the drivers seat and they are those who call the shots. The civil lawyer follows.
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Overview:

Setting up a company to serve as headquarters or 
principal company:

• case study: IP branch in Switzerland
• case study: allocation of sales function in Switzerland
• practical aspects: legal forms of doing business

in Switzerland 
(how to set up a branch or company)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until now we have spoken about the tax aspects of doing business in Switzerland. When we have been talking about holding companies, principal companies or mixed companies, these were tax qualifications of private law company forms. I would like to discuss the private law aspects of the case studies that have been presented and then give a short introduction to some other pertinent private law aspects of doing business in Switzerland.The first thing you should know is that Swiss private law is very accomodating. It has a facilitating role and allows almost all tax models to be implemented without too much trouble. So the legal structures implemented are very much tax driven and not dictated by imperatives of private law. 
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Case Study: Transfer of Intellectual 
Property to Switzerland („IP Branch“)

• Centralizing your IP is very much a business 
case !
• IP-audit: know what you have
• better control
• easier and cheaper administration
• better enforcement
• use of IP for financing (mortgage, securitisation)
• tax planning

• „IP“: patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade names, 
trade secrets only?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First I would like to point out that this is not only a tax case, centralising your IP makes a lot of sense even if you don‘t have that IP branch in Switzerland.don‘t forget that in modern companies, the IP can be make out an essential part of a company‘s worth. According to an estimate, 84% of the worth of value of the S&P 500 companies lies in intangible assets, including IP-rights.  protect key assets!Many multinationals have moved away from „silo“ operations, meaning that each country or region has a vertically integrated array of marketing, distribution, back office and manufacturing activities. The trend goes to the creation of central hubs. These allow enterprises to achieve economies of scale and forming centers of excellence (typical: Research and Development). What IP are we talking about? When talking about „IP“ everybody thinks of patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade names and trade secrets (only). For tax purposeses, you should embrace a broader view of „IP“.
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Case Study: Transfer of Intellectual 
Property to Switzerland („IP Branch“)

• „Intangibles“: customer lists and relationships, 
supplier relationships, management and marketing 
systems (like customer relationship management or 
enterprise resource planning, information technology, 
retail organisation), important contracts like exclusive 
dealerships

could be put to use for tax planning
• How to get the IP to Switzerland?

• assignment of IP to SwissCo
• building up new IP using SwissCo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a better notion would be „intangibles“assignment of IP to SwissCo easy from the private law point of view is easy, you need only simple written contracts to transfer the ownership of trademarks, patents, copyrights, know-how to SwissCo, then you can change the registration in the national registers where necessary; it is only for tax reasons that you have to make additional arrangements e.g. regarding the funding of developing the IP (enter into schemes like cost sharing, contract R + D Development)assignment of existing IP to the Swiss IP branch can have tax pitfallsbecause of these tax pitfalls, the best solution is to start using the Swiss Co as owner of IP at an early stage and have it finance & carry the risk of the development of new IP.
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Case Study: Transfer of Intellectual 
Property to Switzerland („IP Branch“)

• Switzerland as a base for a global IP strategy
• stable, efficient and well respected legal 

system with low-cost access to enforcement
• the IP law is an open and tolerant system: 

• service marks allowed
• holding companies and other non-manufacturing companies 

have full rights as owners of IP
• no restrictions to transfer registered or non-registered IP-

rights
• little scrutiny from competition law authorities / far 

less competition law regulation than in EU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Switzerland is a good base, if you want to start a global IP strategy and make use of the available tax benefitsIn practice:experience shows that in Switzerland IP registration can be obtained faster and cheaper than in other jurisdictions. Then the Swiss registrations of patents, trademarks and design rights can be used for international extension of registrations, as Switzerland is member of the different international intellectual property registration systemsfor example, the registration of a trademark costs an official fee of CHF 600 and lawyers fees of about CHF 1‘000 and it takes about 3 weeks to complete the registration process. Using this Swiss trademark you can file for territorial extension of trademark protection with the WIPO in Geneva, from where it is transmitted to the offices of the countries for which protection is sought. This includes EU and US trademarks. Using this process, the governmental fees of registering the trademark for the EU and the US are only CHF 5‘000, considerably less than registering individual applications.IP rights and IP related contracts have suffered far less scrutiny from competition law authorities
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Case study: Allocation of sales functions

• set up Swiss Corporation
• transfer contractual agreements to SwissCo

• few issues with new contracts
• assignment of existing contracts possible?

• use SwissCo for more!
• European headquarters with accounting, 

marketing, sales, logistics and other
• Shared services like finance, information 

technology, legal department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This case is very easy from a private law point of view:if you decide to allocate sales functions in Switzerland, you replace a two party situation with a three party situation (triangle). This adds a little bit more complexity, but this is negligible. There are proven models for this.often you have long-running contracts with your business partners. If you want to add the SwissCo to an existing contractual relationship, this means that you have to assign the existing contracts to the SwissCo. Sometimes you need the explicit consent of the other party for this. 
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Legal forms of doing business

Basic choices:
• joint venture or partnership with Swiss firm, 

acquiring existing company?
• subsidiary or branch?
• new company: legal form

• corporation  first choice for most purposes
• limited liability company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A foreign company might establish a presence in Switzerland by entering into a joint venture or a partnership with a Swiss firm. Or it could take over an existing company. If the foreign parent company wants to set up its own operations in Switzerland, it needs to decide whether its Swiss operation should be established as a subsidiary (legal entity separate from parent company) or as a branch (part of the parent company). Both can accommodate what tax reasons demand.Advantages of a branch over a legally independent subsidiary are (a) no separate equity is required; (b) set-up is easier and less expensive; (c) no anticipatory tax on the transfer of profits and other tax benefitsDisadvantages of a branch over a legally independent subsidiary are (a) the parent company and its management are also liable for the business conducted by the branch (b) no legal creditor / debtor relationship between the parent company an the branch (c) subsequent transformation from a branch to subsidiary generally poses fiscal problems.  The upshot is that a subsidiary is appropriate for businesses where the foreign parent company wishes to be linked to the Swiss operation only through its equity investment and where the new company should be seen as Swiss.the corporation (Aktiengesellschaft) is the most important and widespread type of company in Switzerland. This type of company is also preferred by foreign companies for their Swiss subsidiary. A corporation is a distinct legal entity and its liability is limited to its assets. The shareholders can remain anonymous and the publication of annual financial statements is required only if the corporation has listed on the stock exchange.the limited liability company (Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung) is an alternative especially for small and medium-sized companies. Advantages over the corporation are: (a) lower minimum capital requirements and lower structural costs; (b) auditors are optional (c) only the managing director needs to have domicile in Switzerland�Disadvantages are: (a) transfer of shares is more difficult; (b) no anonymity for the equity holders;  
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Practical aspects: setting up a corporation

• Minimum Capital: CHF 100‘000 (CHF 50‘000 
need to be paid in)

• 3 shareholders, 1 director 
• costs: appr. CHF 6‘000
• time: 2-3 weeks
• by-laws and shareholder agreements allow 

tailor-made solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The corporation needs to have a minimum share capital of CHF 100’000.--, of which 50’000.– have to be paid inThe capital can be used as working capital immediately after setting up the company. to establish a corporation, three shareholders are required (the use of puppet shareholders is common practice – after setting up the corporation the number of shareholders can be reduced to one). This is important in order to have fully owned subsidiary.Only one director is needed. If there is only a sole director, he needs to have domicile in Switzerland and to be either a Swiss or EU national. If several directors are appointed to the board, the majority to be Swiss or EU nationals and need to have domicile in Switzerland (use of puppet directors is common practice). The costs of setting up such a corporation is of about CHF 7’000.– (registration fees, lawyers’ fees). Swiss corporations law is very flexible and allows for a tailor-made corporation.The time factor for setting up a corporation: it takes two to three weeks to set up and register a new corporation. In most cases, the lawyers setting up the corporation can provide all necessary documents off the shelf. The documents need to be notarized and then are filed with the commercial register.
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Establishing and managing an enterprise

• liberal regime – less regulation than other 
continental European legislations

• government license needed for few specific 
sectors (e.g. banks, investment funds, 
insurance companies, employment services)

• professional licenses for physicians, dentists, 
lawyers – recognition of EU diploma

• premises: rent or buy?
• workforce (below)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After you have set up the company you can start doing business. What obstacles can come into your way?   surprisingly littleTo establish an enterprise in Switzerland, in general no permit from the government is needed, no membership in any industry or trade association, no approval by a a chamber of commerce is required. All business sectors are open to foreign direct investment. It is not necessary for Swiss nationals to hold a certain percentage of the equity.  There are few state monopolies (traditional monopolies like post and railways) and further liberalization is in full progress (such as has happened in the telecommunications sector). Exceptions – where you need a government license to start operations - are banking, investments funds and insurance companies and few other services like private employment agencies and temporary employment services.professional licenses for individuals are needed for certain professions, mainly for physicians, dentists. pharmacists and lawyers. Since the entry into force of the bilateral agreements with the EU, access to these professions is facilitated by the mutual recognition of professional qualifications and diplomas.premises needed for your operations in Switzerland: obviously renting is easiest. If you prefer or need to buy, you have to know that there still are restrictions regarding the sale of land to foreign persons, including foreign-held Swiss companies. This restrictions are about to be abolished, but at the time being you would need to make sure that there is no obstacle. In general you can say that a permit for the sale of land will be granted if it serves normal business activities. The exception is the sale of housing for investment purposes. Here you still need a special permit which will not be granted easily.
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Liberal labour laws

• latitude for negotiating individual employment 
contracts – few collective tariff agreements

• mandatory notice period for termination:
• 1 month in 1st year
• 2 months in years 2-9
• 3 months from year 10

low costs of downsizing or exit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Swiss labour laws are comparatively liberal – whereas it is not the American-type „hire and fire“, there are few regulations and labour conflicts are consistently solved through productive negotiations between employers and employees. Labour unions are of little importance and strikes are very rare. Unlike e.g. in Germany, there are few collective tariff agreements.labour provides for reasonable notice periods for the termination of employment contracts. Additionally, no specific reason needs to be given. Termination of an employment contract is challengeable only in cases of clear mala fide conduct.The social security system is jointly funded by the workforce and the employers.
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Thank you for your attention!

• Questions?

Dr. Paul Peyrot, LL.M.
Law offices of Peyrot & Schlegel
Beethovenstrasse 47, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland
paul.peyrot@peyrot-schlegel.ch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Principal Company is a special variant of the Domiciliary Company: On 18 December, 2001, the Swiss Federal Tax Administration released a circular letter providing guidelines for the taxation of so-called principal companies — entities which centralise key risks and functions such as management, marketing, planning, finance and administration in Switzerland. These are often combined with low-risk and low-profit functions abroad, such as sales activities (typically by commissionaires or limited risk distributors) and production operations (typically toll or contract manufacturing). Under these new guidelines, Swiss principal companies can benefit from reduced taxation at effective overall tax rates of roughly 7%-9% (federal, cantonal and municipal taxes combined). The British LLP is not possible in Switzerland: partnerships may not have a „general partner“ that is a company. Only natural persons can be partners and these are fully liable.A company may be a partner in a GmbH (LLC). So the GmbH may be a suitable solution for a subsidiary in Switzerland.
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